[Role of the code redundancy in determining cotranslational protein folding].
It has been demonstrated earlier in our laboratory that rare codon clusters can determine the boundaries of the polypeptide chain fragments of the same secondary structure type during the co-translational protein folding. According to this data, co-translational protein folding can occur under condition of a correlation between the frequency of codon choice in mRNAs and the relative abundance of their isoaccepting tRNAs. The alterations in the spectrum and concentrations of the isoaccepting tRNAs in different cells were demonstrated by many authors. The existence of a mechanism of the coordinate regulation of the levels (activities) of the isoaccepting tRNAs, corresponding aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and mRNAs predominantly translated at a given moment of time can be suggested. Such a mechanism can ensure the needed accuracy of the protein folding process. Analysis of gene sequences of various pro- and eukaryotic organisms carried out in the present work revealed that the codon usage frequency spectra of simultaneously synthesized proteins are similar. The relative appearance of the most rare and frequent codons in investigated gene sequences displays a high degree of conservatism. It has also been found that structural-homologous proteins from different organisms (cytochromes c, myoglobins) have very similar codon frequency distribution profiles. This property retains despite the significant variations in the codon usage spectra in the investigated gene sequences. The data obtained indicate that the codon distribution in mRNAs whose diversity is mainly conditioned by the genetic code redundance is a program that determines translational rates of different mRNA parts thus controlling the spatial folding of the synthesized peptide chain.